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WHAT IS SWIO?WHAT IS SWIO?
An Introduction to the Seneca WatershedAn Introduction to the Seneca Watershed

Intermunicipal OrganizationIntermunicipal Organization
Mark Venuti, SWIO Chair

Seneca Watershed Intermunicipal Organization

(SWIO) - it’s a mouthful and spellcheck will tell you

intermunicipal is not a word. Yet here we are, and

we go with SWIO to save our breath. So why is

there a SWIO?

In 1998, representatives from the five counties in

the Seneca Lake watershed - Chemung, Ontario,

Schuyler, Seneca and Yates – formed an

organization, called the Seneca Lake Area Partners

in Five Counties (SLAP-5), to address watershed

concerns. However, in New York land use is

primarily regulated by cities, towns and villages. In

2015, it was evident those local municipalities had

to be involved to understand and deal with practical

issues that affect water quality. The Seneca

Watershed Plan that was completed in 2015 also

recommended a move to a municipal organization,

so SWIO was created and replaced SLAP-5.

By 2019, all five counties and 21 of the 40 other municipalities in the watershed had

signed the Memorandum of Understanding to join SWIO. SWIO was meeting quarterly

https://files.constantcontact.com/0fe9caff701/27b7043b-9f6e-441b-9d81-3f1d66d428b2.pdf
https://files.constantcontact.com/0fe9caff701/353f6c30-0ba8-4a3b-912e-a2abe2b8f4b6.pdf


and discussing issues like model septic system regulations, lake friendly zoning codes,

and working with county Soil and Water Conservation Districts to support education and

best management practices for farmers and others to improve the quality of the water

flowing into Seneca Lake. This grand lake, now the center of Finger Lakes wine country

and tourism, was showing the strain of nutrient loading and other impurities with harmful

algal blooms and other negative impacts.

SWIO, to this point managed by volunteer officers busy with

full-time occupations, needed a paid manager who could

write grant applications to fund storm-water control projects

and assist municipal leaders in the fight to save the lake

from further degradation. Our neighbors in Canandaigua

and Cayuga lakes already had watershed managers who

were bringing in millions for projects and had become the

go-to people in their watersheds for water quality

concerns. State funding to hire a Seneca Watershed Steward was obtained with the

assistance of State Senator Pam Helming, and Ian Smith was hired as the first

Watershed Steward in the spring of 2019. This effort is assisted by the Finger Lakes

Institute of Hobart & William Smith Colleges, which provides Ian with an office and other

support.

We are currently in a membership drive to get more of the municipalities in the

watershed to join and support the organization financially, using what we call a fair-share

formula to allocate the cost among our members based on factors like the amount of the

municipality in the watershed, population density, shoreline, assessed value, and public

water withdrawal. SWIO moves its quarterly meetings around the watershed. The next

meeting is scheduled for September 29 at 7:00 p.m. at the Yates County Office Building

in Penn Yan. Join us, and help us preserve this wonderful place we call home for

ourselves and future generations.

Learn more about SWIO by visiting the websiteLearn more about SWIO by visiting the website

WATERSHED STEWARDWATERSHED STEWARD
The Role of Ian SmithThe Role of Ian Smith 

Ian Smith, Seneca Lake Watershed Steward

When the powers-that-be carved up the continental U.S. into its current configuration of

48 states, they largely delineated borders based on compass headings (think the Mason-

Dixon Line or the Four Corner states) and natural boundaries (rivers and shorelines

primarily). Naturally, this same approach extended into local government delineation as

https://senecawatershedio.wordpress.com/


well.

While human-based systems like roadways and courts are malleable and can be

managed via these boundaries, natural systems are another matter. Watersheds know

no boundary. More often than not they include many state, county and/or local

governments depending on the scale of the watershed in question, and this in turn is

what makes watershed management so complex.

In 1878, John Wesley Powell, recognizing this complexity, proposed that political

boundaries in the West be established along watershed boundaries. Although Powell

was subsequently fired from his position as the head of the U.S. Geological Survey for

his progressive thinking, we have slowly come to recognize the wisdom in his proposal.

Watershed Managers, Watershed Stewards, Riverkeepers, Water Resource Managers…

all are examples of positions created in response to the recognized need for

management of waterbodies according to natural, not man-made boundaries. Individuals

within these roles, such as myself, work to coordinate efforts and allocated resources to

the waters we are charged with safeguarding.

This is not to say that others are not working toward this same goal, but rather that

traditional structures and systems have been set up to function differently. For example,

soil and water districts have long been working to promote water quality improvements

but they are organized by county. This means that the five soil and water districts of

Chemung, Ontario, Schuyler, Seneca and Yates within the Seneca Lake watershed must

divide their attention among multiple waterbodies and watersheds.

The Seneca Watershed Intermunicipal Organization

(SWIO), and by extension my position, was

established to work specifically on behalf of Seneca

Lake and its watershed via a collaborative effort of the

five counties and 40 municipalities wholly or partly

within it. The nature of this work and how it is

completed can vary greatly. At times it may be highly

localized and focused, such as working with a specific

municipality or soil and water district on a construction

or educational project. At other times it may involve

organizing a partnership group and working on a

watershed-scale project such as the ongoing Seneca-

Keuka Watershed Nine Element Plan. Furthermore, the unique arrangement between

SWIO and Hobart and William Smith Colleges (HWS) – the Seneca Watershed Steward

position is housed at the Finger Lakes Institute within HWS – opens up additional

research opportunities as well. While it certainly feels self-serving to say, the design and

function of SWIO and the Steward position are a vital and necessary component for



successful local management of a shared natural resource such as Seneca Lake.

After growing up in Maryland where the ecological degradation of the Chesapeake Bay

had a profound economic and physiological impact on many, it has been highly

encouraging to see the positive impact a watershed based management approach has

had there in recent years. Seneca Lake is not nearly in as bad shape as the Chesapeake

Bay was in my childhood, but we are seeing disturbing trends of degradation. The

sooner we respond, the better.

You may be familiar with the saying it is easier to destroy than to create. I have my own

version of this when it comes to resource management; it is easier to protect than to
restore. Reactive management and action will always be more costly, more time

consuming and less effective than preventative action. This is my aim and my promise…

protect what is present wherever possible, restore what we have lost whenever

achievable. In my travels around the watershed I have been greatly encouraged by the

general knowledge on and interest in watershed issues, and I have no doubt that

together we can achieve SWIO’s mission: preserve, protect and remediate… Seneca
Lake. 

Learn more about Ian's background at
https://www.hws.edu/fli/staff.aspxhttps://www.hws.edu/fli/staff.aspx

THE IMPORTANCE OF SENECA LAKETHE IMPORTANCE OF SENECA LAKE
to all Watershed Residentsto all Watershed Residents

Celia, Phillips, Pure Waters' Intern

Seneca Lake is known for its clear, blue waters, abundant recreational activities and

tourist attractions, and most of all its beauty throughout the seasons. It is an ideal place

to be, whether you call it home or are just visiting. Over the years, Seneca Lake has

remained fairly pristine, but troubling trends are emerging that could jeopardize the lake’s

health as well as the health of those who enjoy and rely on it.

https://www.hws.edu/fli/staff.aspx


The health of Seneca Lake has a direct impact on many of our lives, especially those of

us who call it home. It is an essential source of drinking water for thousands of

residences and is also responsible for attracting tourists that allow local businesses and

towns to thrive. In recent years, warming summertime water and air temperatures along

with increased offshore nutrient flows have begun to create negative changes in our

lake’s chemistry. Levels of seaweed growth have skyrocketed, especially in terms of the

species Cladophora, which creates a smelly, thick, green layer on the shoreline as it is

washed in by wave action. 

This overproduction of seaweed that we are seeing

is encouraged by fertilizer runoff from local

farms. During heavy rainfall events, fertilizers used

in agricultural fields are washed into nearby

tributaries that flow into Seneca Lake. Businesses

and homeowners can also unwittingly contribute to

this nutrient influx through the use of fertilizers on

lawns and gardens located on the shores of the

lake. This increases nutrient levels in the lake to

above normal amounts, allowing for overproduction

of seaweed that turns our lake into a green, smelly

one instead of a clear, blue one. This not only

threatens the supply of clean drinking water

available, but also will affect the revenue brought in

by tourism as no one wants to visit a fetid, green lake. 

Even more alarming than the overproduction of seaweed is the emergence of Harmful

Algal Blooms (HABs), concentrated mats of potentially toxic algae that grow at a fast rate

and appear as a scum on the surface of the water. In Seneca Lake, HABs are caused by



the rapid growth of blue-green algae known as cyanobacteria. This growth is spurred by

warm water temperatures in late summer as well as increased nutrient levels in the

lake. These blooms are often found along shorelines as wave action causes them to

condense there, making it dangerous for dogs and people to swim if there is a

bloom. HABs can vary greatly in appearance and their locations, and lifespans are

variable depending on weather and water conditions, making identification difficult for the

untrained eye. Even if a HAB is correctly identified, the algae’s level of toxicity cannot be

determined without a sample and lab test. Because of their unpredictability, HABs pose a

great threat to recreational activities during the peak of the summer season. If blooms

are present, beaches and parks will have to close and activities such as boating may be

restricted.

Our lake also faces threats from invasive

species; both plant and animal. Most

invasives in Seneca Lake are introduced

accidentally by boats that have not been

properly cleaned or drained of bilge

water, resulting in a possible transfer of

foreign species from other waterbodies

into our lake. Invasive species are also

spread unintentionally through fishing

practices such as the use of non-native

live bait. Because of accidental

introductions such as these, Seneca

Lake’s native species are at risk due to

high levels of competition with these

invasives for territory, food and other resources. Non-native species also affect

recreational activities such as fishing and swimming. Invasive fish will substantially lower

population numbers of native fish that are sought by fishermen. For example, the

invasive Rudd, not considered to be a particularly palatable fish, is multiplying quickly in

our lake. Because these invasive fish do not have a natural predator in Seneca Lake,

there is a potential for them to push out more desirable, native fish species as they

directly compete for resources. Also, invasive mollusk species such as the Zebra Mussel

can potentially make activities such as swimming less desirable to visitors as they can

cause injury if stepped on. They also can clog waterlines and intakes, incurring expense

for those who use the lake as a water supply.

All of these threats give us reasons to worry about the future of our lake. Businesses and

residences alike need Seneca Lake to remain healthy and picturesque in order to

survive. If Seneca Lake succumbs to the overproduction of seaweed, toxic algae and

invasive species, tourism rates and property values will plummet as the beauty and

activities that draw people here will no longer be able to exist. Seneca Lake is a large

source of clean freshwater, which is a highly demanded resource today and will be more



so in the future as populations increase and freshwater resources dwindle. We have

been entrusted with a beautiful asset that is our responsibility to protect. If threats to the

lake’s health and cleanliness are not addressed, we will waste one of the most valuable

resources we have been given as well as a beautiful place. Thankfully, associations such

as the Seneca Watershed Intermunicipal Organization are here to help us protect the

lake as a community. Together we can keep our lake beautiful and healthy for future

generations to enjoy!

WHO IS RESPONSIBLEWHO IS RESPONSIBLE
For the Health of Seneca Lake?For the Health of Seneca Lake?

Dan Corbett, Pure Waters VP of Water Quality

Most folks are aware that water bodies like Seneca Lake are properties of the state, and

you could then logically assume that New York State (NYS) bears the responsibility to

assure sound water quality management. The NYS Department of Environmental

Conservation (DEC) defines Water Quality Standards which are the basis for programs

to protect state waters. Standards set forth the allowable levels of chemical pollutants

and are used for permitting, compliance, enforcement, monitoring and assessing the

quality of the state's waters. Waters are classified for their best uses (fishing, source of

drinking water, etc.) and standards are set to protect those uses. Seneca Lake’s

classification ranges from AA (drinking water supply) in the central part of the lake, to B

(recreational contact) at the north and south ends of the lake. Most streams feeding the

lake are classified as C, primarily for fishing use. Almost all other Finger Lakes are AA

throughout.

Sources of pollution are classified as

point and non-point sources. Point

sources have a defined discharge

source (think a pipe) and are permitted

for allowable pollutants under the State

Pollutant Discharge Elimination System

(SPDES) Permit Program. Nonpoint

source pollution comes from many

sources and is typically caused by

rainfall or snowmelt moving over and through the ground that picks up and carries away

natural and human-made pollutants. Well known examples include excess nutrients from

agriculture and residential practices, erosion that occurs in heavy storm events, and

poorly maintained septic systems. New York’s NonPoint Source (NPS) Program places



highest priority on the management of sources of nutrients in the landscape, with

significant priorities to pathogen and sediment sources. New York has established a

series of NPS Program objectives that include:

1. develop watershed management plans to improve the management of nonpoint
pollution;

2. implement watershed projects, including best management practices (BMPs) and
other actions which serve to control or reduce nonpoint source pollution;

3. monitor water quality related to nonpoint source pollution;
4. protect and maintain unimpaired waters;
5. integrate management and policy coordination among state, local and federal

agencies;
6. provide guidance and technical assistance to state, regional and local agencies and

organizations; and,
7. provide nonpoint source management assistance to communities and landowners

through assessment, planning, technical support and education.

New York also has a serious focus and set of

programs on Harmful Algal Blooms (HABs) that

have been a serious health threat to many

water bodies in recent years. Significant

research and planning efforts have been

conducted and are continuing, along with

dedicated funding sources.

New York State has more than 7,600 freshwater lakes, ponds, and reservoirs, as well as

portions of two of the five Great Lakes and over 70,000 miles of rivers and streams. This

is a tremendous and complex resource for the state and does not allow a state level

focus on any one waterbody. That responsibility is intended to be taken up at a local

level. The state relies heavily on local governments, agencies, and organizations to

execute its policies and actions, and act as an advocate for protecting this vital and ever

more important resource.

Seneca Lake Pure Waters Association and Seneca Watershed Intermunicipal

Organization (SWIO) are the only groups that are completely dedicated to the

preservation and protection of Seneca Lake. Our partnership is critical, marrying the

efforts of individuals within the watershed that feel strongly about this cause, with the

local governments that have the capability and responsibility to affect needed change.

Many other organizations do important work in our watershed as parts of their respective

roles. Key to those are the efforts of the 5 county soil and water conservation districts.

The districts perform much work that spans from erosion control projects, agricultural

management and best practice implementation, to septic inspections. Leveraging

resources like these is a key part of the watershed steward role funded under SWIO. The

Seneca Lake organizations work hand in hand with the NYSDEC Finger Lakes Water

Hub on various monitoring programs for the lake and feeder streams, and on the



technical portions of the Nine Element Seneca-Keuka Watershed Management Plan.

Intermunicipal organizations in other Finger Lake watersheds have been effective and

long standing in protecting water quality. Examples of their work include common rules

for septic system inspections, farm friendly lake programs, significant access of grant

funding and project management for erosion and nutrient control projects, and the

provision of ongoing support to watershed steward and staff roles. The role of the

watershed steward to foster and coordinate important work in this complex matrix of

partnership efforts will be critical to the protection of Seneca Lake. The role all of us play

in speaking out to our local governments will be critical to ensuring an effective and

lasting SWIO and ongoing stewardship role.

WHAT CAN WE DOWHAT CAN WE DO
To Support SWIO?To Support SWIO?

Dan Corbett, Pure Waters VP of Water Quality

Let’s assume that having a strong entity such as the Seneca Watershed Intermunicipal

Organization (SWIO) fighting for the health of Seneca Lake is important and something

that we as a lake association, and as individual members, should support. We know that

many of the towns within our watershed have not agreed to participate, even though this

commitment to SWIO is only for participation and does not include any other agreed to

actions. It may be these local governments either do not understand the situation or

believe that protecting the health of Seneca Lake is not a priority. We can all help our

local leaders understand the concerns and priorities that we have as voting citizens.

I once had a well-regarded co-worker who had a saying, “Half of life is just showing up!”.

To me that means that our presence and participation can be impactful. Sharing our

voices on things important to us can influence others and should be listened to by our



elected officials. That is their job! Having our towns and villages “show up” as part of

SWIO is important to show that our region does prioritize the health of this tremendous

asset called Seneca Lake, and will aid the efforts to obtain grants and other resources

that can have impact in our watershed.

Attached below is a letter that can help guide communication to your town or village

officials, whether that be person to person, attendance at board meetings, or in writing.

Thank you for taking the time to voice your support for SWIO.



UPCOMING EVENTSUPCOMING EVENTS

Monday, August 24, 6:00pmMonday, August 24, 6:00pm
9 Element Plan Public Outreach &

Participation Meeting:

Learn more about the event on the
SWIO websiteSWIO website

Register Here for the EventRegister Here for the Event

Thursday, August 27, 6:30pmThursday, August 27, 6:30pm
What's in Our Lake? WebinarWhat's in Our Lake? Webinar

Series, Part 1: A History and StatusSeries, Part 1: A History and Status
of Seneca Lake Water Quality -of Seneca Lake Water Quality -

With John Halfman of HWSWith John Halfman of HWS
Register for the Webinar HereRegister for the Webinar Here

DID YOU KNOW?
Seneca Lake Pure Waters Association is on the Radio with Ted Baker every

month!
Tune into Finger Lakes News RadioTune into Finger Lakes News Radio

95.9FM/1240AM 95.9FM/1240AM WGVA or 98.1FM/1590AM  or 98.1FM/1590AM WAUB
8:15am the first Friday of every month8:15am the first Friday of every month

for Seneca Lake Pure Waters Association News!for Seneca Lake Pure Waters Association News!
CLICK HERECLICK HERE to visit our website and listen to our to visit our website and listen to our

HABs broadcast from August 7th!HABs broadcast from August 7th!

Seneca Lake Pure Waters AssociationSeneca Lake Pure Waters Association
Visit Our WebpageVisit Our Webpage    

https://senecawatershedio.wordpress.com/9e/
https://aq.webex.com/mw3300/mywebex/default.do?nomenu=true&siteurl=aq&service=6&rnd=0.9254763313289768&main_url=https%3A%2F%2Faq.webex.com%2Fec3300%2Feventcenter%2Fevent%2FeventAction.do%3FtheAction%3Ddetail%26%26%26EMK%3D4832534b00000004f9e7d3b7d09f63ce10d8e21ae2231f43f94a8f70bfd23eb2639e76eecc73dfd0%26siteurl%3Daq%26confViewID%3D168229266715091867%26encryptTicket%3DSDJTSwAAAARaLIYD-OINO7Ja1OM2_EYbd4xOLkO3fRNOvMX8E1hqwA2%26
https://senecalake.org/event-3943185
https://senecalake.org/News/9186199
http://www.senecalake.org
https://www.facebook.com/SLPWA/
https://www.instagram.com/senecalakepurewaters/

